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Feature Artist
Ange Jeffery
Ange Jeffery is a Wiradjuri artist who grew up on Country in central west NSW, with
Wambuul (Macquarie River) having a lasting influence and inspiration in her art practice.
Ange has an environmental science background, and balances her technical ability with
creative pursuits. She is a mixed media artist with a particular interest in jewellery and
body adornment.
Ange’s values are represented in her work and preference for using responsibly sourced
materials, including collected and recycled natural and manmade items. Her work is
organic, combining her Culture with contemporary techniques and objects.
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Jewellery Making
Ange Jeffery is a Wiradjuri artist who grew up on Country in central west NSW, with
Wambuul (Macquarie River) having a lasting influence and inspiration in her art
practice. Ange has an environmental science background, and balances her technical
ability with creative pursuits. She is a mixed media artist with a particular interest in
jewellery and body adornment. In this workshop you will work with fibres and
feathers to create beautiful pieces of jewellery. Using materials such as natural
items, recycled/reclaimed resources and metals, you will learn basic jewellery
techniques to create something that is uniquely your own.
Kid’s Bead Making/ Exhibition Eye Spy
Join Wiradjuri artist, Ange Jeffery, for this special school holiday CrossXpollinatioN
workshop. Design and create your own polymer beads to use in further jewellery and
body adornment crafts. BYO lunch for a picnic whilst your beads bake, and take a
special eye spy journey through the CrossXpolinatioN exhibition, before returning to
the craft station to create unique pieces using your very own beads and natural
materials!
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1. Out to Dry, 2022
Flash string (cotton), flash paper, metal alloy, wood
POA
Over 100 species have become extinct since white
colonisation of Australia. Grasslands, woodlands, and
shrublands cleared for western agriculture.
Introduced species, just 13 rabbits for game, cats for
pets, and carp stocked (raised and released) to try
and imitate a European environment. Just like a
magician’s flash paper, species will disappear before
our generation’s eyes.
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2. Flora and Fauna, 2022
Raffia, Emu feathers, Eucalyptus camaldulensis
leaves, leather
POA
Birth, life, death, decomposition, recycle - the cycle
of living things.
Flora and Fauna is the decomposition of living
cells, the breakdown of blood, tissues,
chloroplasts, carbon and molecules. Sometimes
segments or parts of a living thing can remain
while the rest is recycled. Witness the leaves slowly
dry and change colour illustrating this process.
3.1 Medium: Sterling Silver - Wambuul Mugu
3.2 Wambuul Bulangambaay Medium: Emu Feathers & Cotton
Evolving Gorget is a series of pieces representing
my Country and Wambuul, also known as the
Macquarie River. Their shape and style are
derived from gorgets, breastplates and King and
Queen plates. They have been made with natural
and manmade materials, using cultural and
contemporary techniques. These are memories of
time spent on Wambuul through childhood – rain,
water, and sunshine.
Aboriginal breastplates originate from the gorget.
It was a piece of cloth worth by French women
during the medieval period which evolved into
armour. 200 years later it became decorative
military regalia. In Australia it was modified again
by colonizers and given to First Nations People as
a way of recognition and reward. Today
Aboriginal breastplates continue to be divisive.
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4.1 Wambuul Ngumbaay - Medium: Raffia & Brass
4.2 Wambuul Bula - Medium: Brass & Raffia
Evolving Gorget is a series of pieces representing my Country and Wambuul, also
known as the Macquarie River. Their shape and style are derived from gorgets,
breastplates and King and Queen plates. They have been made with natural and
manmade materials, using cultural and contemporary techniques. These are
memories of time spent on Wambuul through childhood – rain, water, and sunshine.
Aboriginal breastplates originate from the gorget. It was a piece of cloth worth by
French women during the medieval period which evolved into armour. 200 years later
it became decorative military regalia. In Australia it was modified again by colonizers
and given to First Nations People as a way of recognition and reward. Today
Aboriginal breastplates continue to be divisive.

4.1

4.2
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5.1 Guyang garr - Fire Whirlwinds - Medium: Raffia,
watercolour, leather POA
Dancing and spiralling fire is enchanting to watch and
listening to fire song is mesmerising, even hypnotic.
However devastating fire can be and beautiful too, fire is
a tool for First Nations peoples and western land
managers to care for Country. After fire life regenerates.

5.2 Gum nuts, 2022 - Medium: Hemp & POA
Gum nuts of eucalyptus trees are a hard pod
containing the seeds. Gum nuts have had
cultural importance in Aboriginal body
adornment for thousands of years. These are
harvested after seeding to ensure the
preservation of the trees and used in an array
of ways to decorate the body or an item.

5.3 Red Flowering Gum - Corymbia ficifolia,
2022 - Hemp, POA
Endemic to Western Australia, the Red Flowering
Gum has been cultivated throughout Australia and
overseas as popular ornamental eucalypts.
Admired so much, the Corymbia ficifolia has been
used to create hybrids too. The bright red flowers
during summer remind me of fire.
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Neroli Henderson
Neroli Henderson’s poignant and sometimes controversial works explore the human
spirit’s need for control, along with our struggle and tenacity in stunning detail.
Working in mixed media with a textile focus Henderson employs the contrasting
textures of fine fabrics, paint, photography, and stitch to create pointed political
and/or social commentary.
The artworks are aimed at provoking conversation and making the viewer question
often long held beliefs. While beautiful to view it’s the stories the pieces extoll that
make Henderson’s artwork so powerful.
Henderson’s work is regularly curated and juried into exhibitions and she has won
many awards worldwide. Her work has been published in dozens of publications
internationally and is housed in both private and commercial collections.
A former editor of Textile Fibre Forum Neroli has a Bachelor of Design and worked as
an Art Director and freelance designer until she focused primarily on fine art after an
upper back fracture necessitated a change in career path. It’s this injury and resulting
convalescence that has influenced the theme of many of her artworks. These themes
have evolved over time into pieces looking at broader social structure, equality and
recently more abstract representations of the ephemeral nature of our semblance of
control.
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Using textiles and mixed media allows for Henderson to use special effect techniques
within her works. These pieces can feature hidden words or elements that only show
up when a photograph is taken with a flash, metal leaf edges and elements,
embedded crystals or even paint that changes colour depending on the angle it’s
viewed on.
The use of batting and stitch and traditional quilt sandwiching allows the drawing of
line to also be one that creates texture at the same time. This subversive use of
traditional women’s work also forms a contrast for the oft harsh art statements
created by the pieces. Even photographs taken by Henderson gain new life when
printed large scale onto silk and covered in intensive free machine embroidery—
creating rich and elaborate background patterns, a world outside the starkness of
the figure, as if floating in space. The nude figure features prominently in many
works as they are a timeless façade, vulnerable and raw. Abstracted seascapes form
a secondary collection, whilst still exploring a concept of external serenity that belies
an internal struggle and tumultuous nature they do so from a different perspective
than the nude ‘Soul Scars’ series that Henderson has worked on over the last four
years.
Feature Artist

Neroli Henderson

26. Bound.
MEDIUM: Giclée print on silk (artist's original
image), painted glue with transfer foil, quilted
with ultra fine threads and metallic thread
embroidery.
SIZE

PRICE

28cm x29cm

$410 (USD)
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27. Whitewash 2020
MEDIUM: Giclée print on habotai silk, artist’s own
photo. Quilting with 12wt thread, metal leaf
edging, acrylic paint, poly batting, foil glue, shot
cotton backing.
SIZE

PRICE

100cm x
140.5cm x
39.37cm x
55.31cm

$4,500

28. Glimmer
MEDIUM: Photography (own photo), digital
manipulation (in and out of camera), Giclée print
on silk, trapunto (2 layers of batting in some
leaves, 3 layers plus felt for human figure),
painted glue with metal transfer foil. Extensive
quilting and thread painting, all in 100wt (ultra
fine) thread.
SIZE

PRICE

95.5cm x
140.5cm x
37.6cm x
55.3cm

$4,500
AUD (plus
GST)
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29. The World Awaits #TimesUp
MEDIUM: Giclée print on silk (own photo),
assorted threads, cotton backing, wool batting
SIZE

PRICE

90cm x 90cm

$3,400

30. Soul Scars
MEDIUM: Giclée print on silk (own photo),
assorted threads, cotton backing, wool batting
SIZE

PRICE

96 x 65 cm
37.8x25.6

$1,600

31. Covidiots 2020
MEDIUM: Giclée print on habotai silk, artist’s own
photo. Quilting with 12wt thread, metal leaf
edging, acrylic paint, poly batting, foil glue, shot
cotton backing.
SIZE

PRICE

90 x 108cm
35.43 x 42.52

$1,600
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6. Caroline A Hawkins
Medium:

“Long-nosed Potoroo”

Sculptural Fibre Art.

Price:

$425

Size:

40cm x 15cm x 25cm

Artist Statement:
The work in threatened species management by the Conservation Ecology Centre at
Cape Otway is inspirational and the Long-nosed Potoroo is one of the species which
receives their special care and attention.
Creating a Fibre Art Potoroo is my way of acknowledging the wonderful work that they
do.
7.

Janet McGaw

Medium:

Price:

“H2OLES: Disciplinary Lines"

Mixed media: linen gauze, cotton gauze, medium weight linen fabric, linen
yarn, scoria rock, scavenged steel & wood implements (gravel sieves, fire
flue, wheels).
Size: 200cm x 150cm x 60cm
NFS

Artist Statement:
Around a craggy red outcrop lie six depressions. At times puddles; at others dry ground;
occasionally glistening lakes. These H20LES waver about what to be: A watery haven? An
irritating interruption to pasture? A memory of the eruption that created them? This
piece asks why we discipline landscapes with organising lines.
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8. Wendy Redden
Medium:

Tarndie & Impermanence Entry

"Framed by Nature"

Merino wool and plant root.

Price:

$600

Size: 129cm x 45cm x10cm

Artist Statement:
In “Framed by nature”, I focused on using natural materials hence the perfect fit with the
theme “Impermanence”. I combined my passion for spinning, dyeing with eucalyptus
leaves and the basketry techniques of twining, looping and coiling. A twisted vine root
created a natural frame for this 3D sculpture.
9.

Johanna Wade

Medium:

“OBP Coming Back”

Mixed media including recycled material and thread.

Price:

NFS

Size: 100cm x 20cm x 20cm

Artist Statement:
Australia's Orange-bellied Parrot is clawing its way back from the edge of extinction.
A few years ago, only 17 birds remained in the wild. This year 140 birds will migrate from
Tasmania's west coast to Victoria's southwest coast, the result of a captive breeding
program. Protecting the birds' coastal habitat will help its numbers grow.
Image by Justin McManus, courtesy of Debbie Lustig and the Save the Orange-bellied
Parrot Project.
“Invasive”

10. Carol Rowlands
Medium:

Hand and machine embroidery on fabric, found metal fence, with wooden
frame.

Price:

TBC

Size:

145cm x 86cm x 26cm

Artist Statement:
We plan to better our environment by introducing non-native species, endangering any
permanence in the balance of nature. It is not until those species attain maturity and
have a history that we understand the danger.
Bindweed and Myna birds, an example of introduced species that threaten native species
and biodiversity.
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11. Kate Both
Medium:

“AWAKENING”

Wood, glass, wool, yarn, paint, sand, plastic, found objects, powered lights,
glue, ink.

Price:

NFS

Size:

1170cm x 600cm x 1210cm when closed
2050cm x 600cm x 1210cm when open

Artist Statement:
The underwater landscape is forever changing. The ebb and flow of the oceans create
natural transience, but the Earth’s marine world has been impacted with climate change,
pollution, and human detritus. What have we done and what can we do to turn the tide?
12. Elizabeth van Herwaarden
Medium:

“Take-away coffee anyone?”

Hand dyed dress making pattern paper, found objects.

Price:

TBC

Size: 200cm x 200cm

Artist Statement:
My recycled papers are dyed with the colours of nature, madder roots, indigo plants,
gum leaves, cherry ballard…. like all things that were once living these papers from the
Abaca plant are impermanent and will transform and decompose ….
Plastic pollution however risks ‘near permanent contamination of the natural
environment’.
These disposable coffee cups were found in the desert.
“Atrium”

13. Meaghan Shelton
Medium:

Crocheted recycled copper wire, vintage glass beads, antique mother of
pearl buttons.

Price:

$1,100

Size:

120cm x 90cm (dimensions variable)

Artist Statement:
An atrium is a light filled passage way, a space not meant for dwelling long. I am
interested in materials and methodologies associated with the domestic sphere, things
overlooked in art history. Alchemists referred to their practice as 'the work', more about
process than destination, it was the work itself that created structure for observing the
impermanence or ephemerality of human experience.
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14. Heather Barker, Jane Bear, Gail
Maddern
Medium:

“Nothing endures but change”

Eco-dyed and printed silk, felted wool, tulle.

Price:

TBC

Size:

200cm x 300cm x 100cm

Artist Statement:
Our work references impermanence in two ways. The beauty of flowers and foliage, that
burst into life and colour but fade and decay over a season, is recorded in eco-dyed silk
and framed in felted wool. This represents a human attempt to overcome impermanence
by recording that beauty as a stained glass window which is itself shattered and
destroyed in a short, sharp event.
15. Denise Lithgow
Medium:

Tarndie & Impermanence Entry

“Cocoons 5/22”

Felt.

Price:

$6,300 for all 5.
*If sold individually:
Large cocoons $1,500 each
Small cocoons $900 each

Size:

1. 92cm x 30cm x 30cm
2. 85cm x 27cm x 22cm
3. 75cm x 29cm x 29cm
4. 57cm x 28cm x 22cm
5. 49cm x 18cm x 16cm

Artist Statement:
As a natural process within the cocoon life transforms. This can relate to us as humans,
transforming from the limitations of childhood into an adventurous adult life. Nature
demonstrates the fascination of impermanence every day.
My sculpture symbolises a place of security while changes occur both inside the cocoon
and outside of it.
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16. Barbara Roe Hebb
Medium:

“Waves”

Weaving, beadwork.

Price:

Size:

$800

120cm x 80cm

Artist Statement:
Waves can disappear gently away from the shore, or madly surge and disturb in a Rip.
Waves can represent the Impermanence of civilizations: some leave gentle traces, others
destruction.
For over 65,000 continuous years, Indigenous Australians have thrived, whereas the brief
colonial experience sees harmful approaches to people and nature.
17. Sylvia Aguirre (Doust)
Medium:

"Falling Safely to the Ground"

Installation: Hand knitted raindrops with copper wire. Clay raindrops, bisque
fired and either glaze fired or pit-fired and treated. Moving image backdrop.

Price:

$1,500

Size:

220cm X 250cm X 110cm

Artist Statement:
I was inspired in Timor-Leste, as I watched raindrops fall onto the ground from a local
friend's humble tin roof and the thoughts that geographically, physically, culturally,
socially, or just thought pure luck, our fate through life differs. We morph and change.
Our existence is in a constant state of flux and in an unquestionably impermanent state.
Until, eventually, we all return to the ground.
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18. Helen Millar
Medium:

“Miss Ethel May Dressed as a Galah, Fancy Dress Party,
Barongarook House. Colac 1869”

Repurposed wool, silk, cotton and embroidery threads, acrylic paint. Doll
sculpture.

Price:

$500

Size: 20cm x 33cm x 12cm

Artist Statement:
Ethel May Murray was born in Colac in 1860. Her father Hugh died in 1869. This piece
captures an imaginary moment in time that year when she attended a party at her grand
home in a bird costume of silken feathers. Weeks later the household was consumed in
mourning.
19. Rosalind Byass
Medium:

“Thoughts : Visible Yet Unspoken”

Fabric collage, hand dyeing, monoprinting, momogami, hand and machine
stitch.

Price:

$450

Size: 42.5cm x 30cm x 9cm

Artist Statement:
Within the landscape of my mind, my thoughts and feelings come and go.
I am free to dream and imagine.
Sometimes for me it is difficult discerning reality from imagination.
Accepting the impermanence of these thoughts helps to set my mind free.
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“FLEEING FLEETINGLY”

20. Mary-Ellen Belleville
Medium:

Wire cages and gauze, feathers, tapestry, fabric, eco printed tissue, wood
base

Price:

$240

Size: 57cm x 33cm x 30cm

Artist Statement:
Fledgling birds make their breakout moves in a momentary flight full of youthful joy and
exuberance. But they’re tethered and the freedom will be short-lived. Simultaneously
this work draws attention to the horrifying statistics on rates of extinction in Australia –
impermanence in the avian world.
“Fleeting”

21. Fiona Jellie
Medium:

Free motion stitching, needle felting and beading.

Price:

NFS

Size:

72cm x 56cm

Artist Statement:
A child runs around a garden chasing butterflies. A moment of stillness as one butterfly
rests on a flower. With stealth the child catches the butterfly, holding a wing between
their fingers. Desperate to escape, the butterfly flutters its wings causing their lustre to
disperse and the caught wing to disintegrate
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“ONCE WAS”

22 Mary-Ellen Belleville
Medium:

Lace, tapestry, ecodyed terylene curtain, bougainvillea petals, pressed tin
metal, palm husk (leaf fibre).

Price:

$180

Size:

54cm x 45cm x 6.5cm

Artist Statement:
A whisper of breeze through an open window, as it creates the sound of rustling in the
decaying bougainvillea petals beyond; the crumbling rusted pressed metal ceiling; the
faded marked whispy curtain - all combine to capture a sense of times past, of a fading
beauty that once was.
“Once Were Trees”

23. Lynn Berry
Medium:

Mixed media : yarn, collected sticks, recycled timber, glass beads.

Price:

Size:

$900

140cm x 5.5cm

Artist Statement:
After the massive storms in Victoria in June 2021, I collected branches from the abundant
treefall during my daily lockdown walks, and later, as lockdown was eased, from the
places I visited. Using materials to hand, I have been creating a series of works from the
carnage.
24. Deborah Saunders
Medium:

“Chikka Chikka Nest”

Plaster of paris, recycled sheets, wool scraps and wood branches.

Price:

$500

Size:

90cm x 90cm x 75 cm

Artist Statement:
Nest, safe, waiting, eggs, warm, hatchlings hungry, parents feeding, flying, in, out, in ,out,
sleeping, awake, chirping, hungry, growing, exploring, looking, hungry, mouths open,
growing, nest too small, new home found, tree nearby, they fly, old nest is dismantled,
twigs, grass, on the ground, back to the earth. Gone.
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“Smack”

25. Lucille Colombo
Medium:

Recycled wool, driftwood, sticks, fishing line, flotsam.

Price:

Size:

$890

160cm x 200cm

Artist Statement:
I love it that as one of its most impermanent creatures, jellyfish are made up of almost
100% water. Only one percent of them create the forms we can see.
Without a brain, a heart, or bones, jellyfish have been found to have existed for 650
million years, and are the most ancient of all living things.
32. Patricia Campigli
Medium:

“Family Snaps 1870's -1970's”

Wool on Hessian.

Price:

NFS

Size:

700cm x 540cm x 210cm

Artist Statement:
A depiction of my ancestors, from our family "snap" album.
My Grandmother (in red) with her family. My Mother, my Father and Sackville Street, Port
Fairy, my parents home town.
The form is worked on hessian, in "long stitch". It is not an exacting stitch but very
complimentary to hessian's natural weft.
33. Stephanie Karavasilis
Medium:

“Remnant”

Reclaimed cotton sheets, calico, rust, thread, PVA.

Price:

TBC

Size:

300cm x 300cm

Artist Statement:
Inspired by transience and decay inherent in both the natural and man-made
environment, Remnant is created from the alchemy of rust printing. As rust will continue
to corrode fabric indefinitely, and the objects are in various states of collapse, the
concepts of fragility and impermanence are intrinsic to the work.
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34. Merrian Dennis & Carol Eagle
Medium:

“Sic Vita (Such is Life)”

Wool : spun, felted, punchneedled and needle lace. Wood, organza, wire,
some cotton and acrylic.

Price:

Size:

TBC

200cm x 130cm

Artist Statement:
The wind blows out, the bubble dies,
The spring entombed in Autumn lies;
The dew dries up, the star is shot;
The flight is past, and man forgot.
Henry King
Dennis and Eagle pay homage to the delicate construction magpies undertake as they
gather, build and line their nests with utmost care, understanding the fragility and
impermanence of the nest. Sic Vita - Such is life.
“Where Have All The Birds Gone?”

35. Pattie Beerens
Medium:

Raw clay from a mine site on Wadawurrung Country, feathers collected on
Anglesea beaches, natural indigo, tarlatan cloth and cotton string

Price:

$1200

Size:

140cm x 140cm x 120cm

Artist Statement:
A woven entanglement of feather stories collected from Anglesea beaches. The large
feathers are from visiting mutton birds on their migration journey from the Arctic. Due to
climate change, many are starving when they arrive. Magpies came to feast on their
carcasses and now threaten the endangered hooded plovers.

